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3.1 LEARNING OUTCOMES

Students will know the basic structure and functioning of aquatic ecosystems, especially with regard to the cycles of matter 

and energy, and their physical, chemical and biological processes

-

Students will recognize the differences and similarities in physical , chemical and biological characteristics ot the differente 

aquatic ecosystems and will know their spatial and temporal variability

-

Students will know the main pressures of aquatic ecosystems and the changes produced in their structure and functioning-

Students will identify and assess the ecosystem services provided by inland, transitional and coastal water systems.-
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4. OBJECTIVES

The general objective of the course is to give an overview of the most relevant structural and functional aspects of aquatic 

ecosystems, including changes induced by anthropogenic pressures and their relationship to the goods and services they 

provide.

6. COURSE ORGANIZATION

CONTENTS

1 1. Introduction to aquatic ecology

2 2. Functions and processes of inland aquatic systems

3 3. Functions and processes of littoral and marine aquatic systems

4 4. Pressures and impacts on the aquatic environment

5 5. Ecosystem services

6 Final exam

%

7. ASSESSMENT METHODS AND CRITERIA

Description Type Final Eval. Reassessment

Final exam  40,00 Written exam Yes Yes

Practical assignment on theme 5  20,00 Work No Yes

Tecnical visit to a riverine aquatic ecosystems.  10,00 Activity evaluation with Virtual Media No No

Tecnical visit to estuarine and coastal ecosystems  10,00 Activity evaluation with Virtual Media No No

Test themes 1 a 3  20,00 Activity evaluation with Virtual Media No Yes

 100,00 TOTAL

Observations

As accorded by the relevant committees: As a general rule and unless stated otherwise anywhere in this guide, a student 

cannot request a reexamination if the original grade obtained in the evaluation was not a fail. As a general rule and unless 

stated otherwise anywhere in this guide, the reexamination activity will take the same form than the original evaluation activity. 

Grades are measured on a numeric scale going from 0 to 10, where values smaller than 5 are a Fail. Only for sufficiently 

justified reasons (i.e. sanitary restrictions), the evaluation activities could be organized online, if authorized by the School 

Director.

Observations for part-time students

Part-time students will need to agree with the responsible professor a teaching and evaluation plan to ensure an adequate 

transfer of knowledge as well as a fair evaluation procedure. The minimum requirement for this students will be to complete a 

piece of homework and to assist to the final exam of the subject. The weights of each part will be proportional to the weight 

those parts presents in the general evaluation scheme of the subject.
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